Vouloir (Passion Noire) (Volume 1)

Bestselling author J.D. Chaseis back with a
new three-part series,Passion Noire.
Vouloir: to want (French)
Most of us
want what we cant have ...
Former
Commando, Jones, is used to getting what
he wants and he never has to beg. Six feet
four. Blond. Eyes of glacial blue. Ripped.
Inked. Unmistakably alpha. Dangerously
dominant.
Sexual therapist, La Veuve
Noire, always gets what she wants but its
seldom for her own gain. Her motivation is
the wellbeing of her clients. Shes the best
in the business, having learnt that keeping
everyone in her life at an emotional
distance is the key to success. That is, until
The Kid tumbles into her life and
scrambles into her heart. The mysterious,
damaged nineteen year old turns her
ordered life upside down. Shes known as
the Patron Saint of Waifs and Strays for a
reason: she gives them hope, and with hope
comes healing. Shes determined to turn
The Kids dark past into a bright future.
The club, Vouloir, is her escape. There she
can indulge her own and others particular
needs. Complications arise in the form of a
new member who reminds her of a past she
strives to forget. A former Royal Marine.
Blond hair. Blue eyes. Unmistakably
dominant. Definitely dangerous. Hes
locked and loaded. His sights are set: on
her. Some of us want what we shouldnt
have ... Advanced praise for Vouloir:
This was a thrilling and unique book. Ive
not read anything like it before. The whole
concept of this book was so enthralling and
different. It captured my attention from
start to finish. I read it in all one sitting!
Vouloir is explicit, sexual, gripping,
saddening and mind blowing. One minute
you think you know what will happen and
then bam... especially that ending. That I
didnt see happening. Wowza!~ The Book
Obsessed Momma Wow oh wow! J.D.
Chase has created an amazing piece of
work! I was instantly drawn into the book
and couldnt escape (granted I really didnt
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want to). Vouloir took me on a adventure
in a realistic world with characters I want
to know. La Veuve Noire is such a deep
character and so much more than I thought.
Shes so strong but vulnerable, detached but
loving... Shes one of my all time favourite
characters. I may have finished this book a
couple of hours ago but I havent recovered
from my book hangover ~The Cosy Reader
Bravismo Ms. Chase! The definition of
WANT has been perfectly construed in this
read. This woman, Veuve, deserves ten out
of ten and five gold stars in my book. I ask
the author for more! For once in my
reviewing life, I can honestly honestly say
that the cliff hanger is perfection. I
laughed, cried and I blasphemed in this
read.~ Kindle Friends Forever Simon &
Schusters The Hot Bed:Five Chilli rated
HOT READWe loved it!
JD broaches
some pretty heavy and dark subjects, but
she masterfully balances out the intensity
with some hilarious one liners. JD has you
heartbroken, turned on, full of hope,
nervous, excited, inquisitive, praying and
much much more, so as a reader you
definitely get one heck of a journey for
your money! JD had me begging for more
of this story. 5 stars ~ Literary Lust
Vouloir is quite simply an amazing
mesmerising read. Its completely different
to anything I have read before. Its deeply
dark, it sucks you deep within the binds of
its gripping pages. Its a huge eye opener of
a book, truly a work of art. J.D. Chase
drew me into this world from the very start
and I literally did not want to let go. The
writing is superb. Flawless to the point
where reading is almost like living
alongside the characters in a real world.
VOULOIR is definitely worth five massive
stars! ~ Claire Fully Reads
Its an
exceptional read. It made me cry, laugh,
and sigh. Everyone should read this book!
~ My Book Obsession This series runs
post/parallel to Rouge Passion but can be
read as a standalone series. WARNING:
CONTAINS MATURE CONTENT OF A
DARKER NATURE SUITABLE FOR
MATURE AUDIENCES ONLY.
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